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The Restoration
Historical Background. Shortly after the death of the Lord
Protector Cromwell in 1659, the Stuarts were restored to the
throne. Charles II and his followers returned from the court of
Louis XIV of France and brought with them the elaborate Baroque
style. Italian, Spanish, and Flemish furniture was also imported
into England and reproduced.
Characteristics. The Restoration style in England was transi-
tional, because, though it usually retained the rectangular struc-
tural line of the Renaissance, it added the curved lines of the
Baroque in its decoration. The new style affected the movable
furniture but not the architecture.
Furniture. The new way of arranging furniture with sym-
metrical balance gave the rooms an orderly feeling. Furniture was
now designed to fit the body and was therefore more comfortable.
The backs of large chairs were slanted. Leather and fabrics were
employed in upholstering, and many loose cushions were, common.
Furniture was more richly ornamented than formerly because
walnut, largely used for furniture, lent itself to more elaborate
carving than oak. Carving, the favorite method of decoration, was
modeled, flat, or incised. The flat type was made by gouging out
the background slightly; the incised work consisted of deep-
scratched outlines. Other forms of decoration were inlay, paint,
lacquer, veneer, and applied ornament.
Many additional items of furniture were employed in the Res-
toration period. The most interesting piece was the Carolean
chair of Flemish influence, which had a tall, narrow, ornamental
back surrounding a section of caning. See page 85. Grandfather
chairs, love seats, day beds, large four-poster beds, tallboys, court
cupboards, and long buffets with cupboards above were used.
Gate-leg and many odd tables became common, as it was highly
fashionable to play cards and drink tea, coffee, and cocoa-
Fabrics. Draperies became important in the Restoration pe-
riod. Splendid Italian and English fabrics were hung, Colored
linens and calicoes in Oriental designs sufficed for simpler homes*
WaU tapestries were not used in the new Classic interiors.

